Summary Chart Showing Who Can Submit Requests for Reconsideration of Applications Based on RR Results

Do applicants have RR results?
- **NO**
- **YES**

Do applicants receive Main Round offers?
- **NO**
- **YES**

Are applicants satisfied with their Main Round offers?
- **NO**
- **YES**

Do applicants wish to be reconsidered for offers (if they do not have Main Round offers), or "better" offers (if they already have Main Round offers)?
- **NO**
- **YES**

---

**Applicants MAY SUBMIT** requests for reconsideration of applications based on RR results **WITH* / WITHOUT** modifications of their programme choices

**Applicants NEED NOT SUBMIT** requests for reconsideration of applications based on RR results

**Applicants are NOT ELIGIBLE** to submit requests for reconsideration of applications based on RR results

---

* Applicants should note that any programme choices contained in "My DRAFT Programme Choices" are their working drafts only and would **NEITHER** be:
  1. considered by the 9 JUPAS participating-institutions and the SSSDP institutions; **nor**
  2. automatically submitted to "My CONFIRMED Programme Choices" under any circumstances.